GDPR: SEE IT THROUGH FRESH EYES

NO DATA PROTECTION STRATEGY IS FOOLPROOF.
THE GDPR CHANGES THE GAME.
ADOPTING A 'WAIT AND SEE' POLICY IS DOOMED TO FAIL.

GDPR - THE HIDDEN THREAT

$5.3 BILLION
estimated fines by 2021
73% of former employees or business partners have viable reasons to check enterprise data
48% of data breaches due to lack of consent or restrictive activities
27% of data breaches are the result of 'system glitches'

ARE YOU READY TO COMPLETE DATA BREACH INVESTIGATIONS IN JUST 72 HOURS?

ONLY ONE ROUTE TO RECOVER FROM A BREACH

With Nuix
Without Nuix

01
Nuix Adaptive Security
Identification and classification of sensitive data
Scope of work misunderstood

02
Nuix Enterprise Collection Center
Run analytics and gain intelligence
Run analytics and gain intelligence

03
Nuix Lab/Workstation
Identify all data locations and prioritize risk
Identify all data locations and prioritize risk

04
Nuix Analytics & Intelligence
Identify and catalogue persons and items of interest to trigger early warnings
Unprepared for litigation

05
Nuix eDiscovery
Automatically terminate malicious processes
Bare-minimum compliance

Nuix WITH YOU AT EVERY STEP

With Nuix
Without Nuix

Scope of work misunderstood
Liable for fines

Highlight the breach

If procedures are more robust, finding a data breach becomes easier. You have fewer steps to track, more secure and quickly identify risk and potential data loss.

Run analytics and gain intelligence

In 24 hours, Nuix identifies over 100,000 suspicious files and removes over 200 GB of malicious content. You have the time to educate the team on what to do next.

Ready to act

With Nuix

Scope of work misunderstood

Unprepared for litigation

Identify and block bad behaviors of known and unknown applications

Identify and catalogue persons and items of interest to trigger early warnings

With Nuix

Without Nuix

Unprepared for litigation

Bare-minimum compliance

Identify and block bad behaviors of known and unknown applications

Identify and catalogue persons and items of interest to trigger early warnings

Nuix understands the DNA of data at enormous scale.
Our software pinpoints the critical information organizations need to anticipate, detect, and act on cybersecurity, risk, and compliance threats.
Our intuitive platform identifies hidden connections between people, objects, locations, and events—providing real-time clarity, control, and efficiency to uncover the key facts and their context.